SMART WATCH
ALWAYS UNDER CONTROL

The Smart watch has a modern design and is perfect for older children, teenagers, and is
particularly interesting to be worn by elderly to ensure monitoring their movements, and
communication with them at all times. Innovation of this watch is a heart rate sensor for continuous
body state monitoring. The Smart watch has a very simple and user-friendly interface with a
keyboard and touchscreen controls, with very useful features: makes/receives phone calls, SOS
button, address book up to 10 numbers, GPS location tracking and more.
The key feature of this watch is the GPS tracker that allows to easily determine the location
of the child/elderly. In addition, the smart watch is equipped with an SOS button that will call
programmed phone numbers for help, both at the initiative of the wearer, and in case of an
emergency situation-when it is taken off, or straying beyond a set boundary.
All information about the location you will receive in the
even if you are thousands of kilometers away.

software (ОS Аndrоid or IОS),

7 min

SOS BUTTON:

The watch is equipped with an emergency call button. By pressing it, the child can quickly
contact you. You can add up to 3 numbers on SOS.

GEO ZONE:

Possible to set a GEO zone for a child. When the child leaves the GEO zone the parent will
receive an alert.

LOCATION HISTORY:

You can find where you kid has been in the past 12 months.

VOICE MESSAGE:

Possible to exchange short voice messages with the parent.

DO NOT DISTURB:

You can set the «quiet» mode on the app, it is useful during lessons at school, in the classroom.

PEDOMETER:

You can track how much the child has walked for a certain period of time.

HEART RATE MONITOR:

You can measure a person’s heart rate with the watch.

BATTERY CHARGE:

If the watch needs to be charged, you will receive a notification about this.

PROCESSOR: МТ2503А
DIMENSIONS: 35*60*13 MM
HEART RATE TRACKER: РАН8001
SPEAKER: HIGH VOLUME, 5 MAGNET
CHARGER: USB CHARGING CLIP
PEDOMETER, RESTRICTED AREA OF PRESENCE
YOU CAN SPECIFY A LIST OF ALLOWED NUMBERS TO CALL
THE WATCH FROM YOUR PHONE
SENDING VOICE MESSAGES
TRACKER POLLING INTERVAL ADJUSTMENT
SAVING THE LOCATION CHANGING HISTORY (360 DAYS)
LOW BATTERY WARNING
FULL POSITIONING GРS+LВS+WIFI
1.54 INCH TEMPERED GLASS COLOR TOUCH SCREEN 240Х240
HIGH-CAPACITY BATTERY 600MAH (UP TO 5 DAYS IN STANDBY MODE)
HEART RATE MONITORING

Russia, 119415, Moscow, Leninsky prospekt, 116, build. 1
Technical support (free calls for Russia)
8 (800) 222-02-75
for stationary phone numbers (Moscow)
8 (499) 431-70-00
for mobile phones (Megafon, Russia)
8 (925) 550-05-33

Technical support
zhminda@monitoring-plus.com
Administration
graf@monitoring-plus.com
Website::
www.monitoring-plus.ru

